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Dear Friends,
Hello yet again from our wee home in Scotland. Circumstances right now are difficult for many people, but
we know that God is working for good in every situation. May the difficulties help us grow in our faith, grow
in patience, and give us new opportunities to love our neighbours!
We continue to keep in touch with what is happening at PUST. Joan was able to finish her three weeks of
classes left over from last semester. The final week was particularly exciting as she and 2 other teachers had
online classes every day and were able to interact with the PUST students. The students all seemed healthy
and happy, which was encouraging. One student personally greeted Joan and told her how much she was
missed☺
The new semester finally started on October 19th – six or seven weeks late – but it is underway. It looks like
some of the Chinese staff may be allowed back to PUST next semester but for the rest of us, working and
teaching will probably still be online for another semester.
Joan continues to teach online for Hebron school and has been enjoying the contact with school-aged
children, albeit virtually. She has been asked if she could continue this for another semester. The hope is that
that the senior secondary students will return to school in January but there is no plan yet for junior
secondary to return.
As well as some admin work, Daniel is preparing to teach two courses at PUST next semester. Presentation
requirements have changed and there is always room for improvements. Daniel also continues to do
voluntary work at “The Well” in Glasgow twice each week.
In family news, our daughter, Marty, recently got engaged to Rob. They are hoping to
get married on December 22nd, God willing, with just a small ceremony. We’d value
your prayers that the wedding will go ahead and we will all be able to attend!!
Prayer points:
• That we would be a blessing where we serve – PUST, The Well, Hebron School.
• For good preparation and presentation for Daniel’s lectures.
• That we might be allowed back to PUST soon.
Although it’s a little early, this letter comes to you with greetings for
Christmas and prayers that God will make you a blessing wherever you
are in the coming year.
Love,
Daniel and Joan
“In all things God works for the good of those who love him.” Romans 8:28

